
Advancing corporate insurance together 
Automotive industry   



We’re smarter together. 

Swiss Re Corporate 
Solutions is here to 
protect you and enable 
your progress.
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The industry specific solutions we  
offer address the key business risks  
faced by automotive manufacturers 
(OEMs) and suppliers, including natural 
catastrophes, product recall or supply 
chain interruptions and non-damage 
business interruption (NDBI). 

Our specialist teams of underwriters, risk 
engineers and claims professionals partner 
with the Swiss Re Institute to ensure our 
knowledge and expertise of the automotive 
industry remains highly relevant and insightful 
for our clients and brokers. We back this up 
organisationally with multi-functional teams in 
key markets, working with clients in the 
automotive sector and cross-disciplined 
automotive industry experts across Europe, 
the Middle East and Africa. The risks faced by 
our automotive clients are changing fast and 
so are we. We see new and complex risks as 
an opportunity and thrive on the challenge of 
creating innovative solutions with our 
automotive clients and brokers. 

Our multinational automotive clients can 
benefit from our global network (in 150+ 
countries), world-class technology and a high 
level of personal service. We are responsive, 
reliable, and results-focused. 

Please read on.

Introduction

Swiss Re  
Corporate Solutions

Speed. Simplicity. Service. Not your typical 
description of a commercial insurer. But 
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions is anything 
but typical. For a start, we want to improve 
the customer experience. That’s why we 
work with you to understand your needs, 
and provide tailored, state-of-the-art risk 
management solutions, without the hassle. 
We also know the world is changing and 
you need a partner who anticipates the 
future. At Swiss Re Corporate Solutions, 
we’re relentlessly addressing industry 
inefficiencies and customer and broker pain 
points to transform corporate insurance.  
By combining fresh, innovative perspectives 
with tech-driven solutions and applied 
expertise, we’re leading the industry 
forward. We’re rethinking corporate 
insurance with you in mind.

Philip Brandl
Manager Risk Engineering  
Services EMEA



Improving risk protection 
standards

The client is a major European motor manufacturer. 
Swiss Re Corpporate Solutions is one of a panel of risk 
engineering partners, providing services across the 
client’s global operations. Working with this panel the 
client looks for a consistent approach to risk protection 
standards globally. As often happens in large 
organisations, increased attention on risk identification 
and risk protection in the business was triggered by a 
major loss. 

Like many European motor manufacturers the client is 
making major investments in new technology - of the 
order of EUR 10 billion – in areas such as driverless cars 
and on battery technology. This includes building 5 new 
plants with their technology partners. These plants may 
introduce new physical hazards in the business, for 
example the potential fire risks relating to the production 
and warehousing of batteries. In developing its future 
manufacturing strategies, the client is monitoring 
structural changes in transportation services and in 
customer behaviour - including the move from petrol and 
diesel driven to electric vehicles; the broader moves to 
more environmentally efficient forms of transport; carbon 
neutral cities and other similar trends. 

The client has a very sophisticated information platform, 
which includes a geo database, linked to our Nat Cat 
modelling tool. The client is moving to digital rather than 
narrative risk engineering reports. Data has the advantage 
that it can be classified, and Swiss Re Corporate Solutions 
has developed a prototype classification system with the 
client. This includes recommendations on data points to 
facilitate a risk scoring system, enabling benchmarking 
scores to be established. We have already calibrated 
10 of the client’s sites. 
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Automotive – key facts and risks areas 

EU OEMs exported 5.9 
million motor vehicles in 
2017, making a trade surplus 
of EUR 90.3 billion for the EU.

Total CO2 emissions from car 
production have fallen by 
23.7% in the last decade; water 
consumption per car produced 
has reduced by 31%.

The EU manufactures 20 million 
vehicles per year – 20% of global 
motor vehicle production.

300 million vehicles 
in use in the EU.

227 automobile assembly and 
production plants in the EU.

Automated information 
systems will bring machine 
learning and predictive 
capabilities into our vehicles, 
personalising our driving 
experience.

73% of executives in the automotive industry 
think that in 10 years’ time traditional public 
transport services could be replaced by  
on-demand autonomous capsules.
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Adverse development  
cover on employers’ liability 
outstanding claims 

Our client is a major European tyre manufacturer. 
The client’s employers’ liability covers have had a 
difficult claims history, partly due to employees’ 
historical exposures to occupation-related diseases. 
The client was looking to commute their exposures 
to outstanding liabilities on their EL portfolio – the 
total exposures on the portfolio were estimated as 
in the region of EUR 6m – EUR 8m, with the 
potential for adverse reserve development.

We reviewed the outstanding losses with the client 
and carried out a detailed analysis of claims 
reserves. The solution that we proposed, and the 
client adopted, is similar to a loss portfolio transfer. 
The client’s internal claims team continue to handle 
outstanding claims to resolution, in regular 
communication with our claims professionals. We 
meet our client regularly to review the outstanding 
claims portfolio and discuss the status of individual 
claims, as required. Cover was initiated in July 2018 
and (unusually) has no expiry date.  

Our client and their brokers recognised our ability to 
work in multi-functional teams to develop solutions 
that meet the client’s specific risk management and 
financial objectives. We even received a kind note 
from the broker “It’s a pleasure for us to work with 
serious and proactive professionals like yourselves”.

EU OEMs and suppliers invest 
EUR 53.8 billion in innovation 
per year, making the automotive 
sector the EU’s No. 1 investor  
in R&D.

Predictive  
vehicle  
maintenance  
will turn the entire after-sales 
business on its head.

Vehicle platform standardisation –  
            is a consolidated trend across the                  
            automotive industry.

Stricter and extended 
recall regulations – 
many countries have 
tightened their safety 
requirements and 
become increasingly 
vigilant.
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Automotive – tackling the key business risks

Technology – sensor enablement, automation  
and data availability
 ̤ Sensors enable monitoring of equipment performance. 

Automotive companies have more data which can be used 
to improve their products, safety, operation efficiency and 
servicing.

 ̤ Predictive maintenance can determine the condition of 
machinery to predict when maintenance should be carried 
out. This technology should result in cost savings, by 
reducing a machine’s down time for planned maintenance. 
OEMs and suppliers may be able to offer their clients a near 
continuous production capability.

 ̤ Preventative maintenance through condition-based 
monitoring detects any malfunction or potential malfunction 
and triggers the required maintenance, determining the 
timeframe for the maintenance to be carried out.

 
Cost saving and outsourcing
 ̤ Frequent changes in outsourcing  manufacturing processes 

to remote suppliers, in an effort to achieve material cost 
savings, often results in less control over product quality. 
Subrogating claims to faraway suppliers can also be very 
challenging for manufacturers. 

 ̤ The constant search for cost savings, combined with clients’ 
demands for more product innovation and changes imposed 
by regulators, all combine to affect the product risks faced by 
OEMs and suppliers. The increasing dependence of 
automotive manufacturers on key suppliers means that 
supplier quality management is critical to maintaining high 
quality standards. 

Working with our risk engineers, actuaries and structuring 
team, we are well equipped to develop solutions for these 
emerging risk areas. We can apply our industry specific 
expertise to structure recovery guarantees for OEMs and 
suppliers, which support their sales and maintenance 
programmes with their customers.

What impact will emerging 
monitoring technologies 
have on your company’s 
risk profile? Better risk 
quality? More cyber risk 
exposures?

Is the quality of your 
products affected by the 
frequent changes in sourcing 
strategies, by regulatory 
demands or by your clients’ 
need for innovation? Is your 
business facing increasing 
uncertainties from complex 
supply chains such as 
potential business 
interruption risks?
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Automotive manufacturers (OEMs)  

Automotive suppliers

Target markets

Responsive  
We care and are available when you need us. We reach out first 
and keep you informed. We handle things in a personal way.

Reliable
You see us a valued partner who understands your business, is 
transparent about what we’re able to do for you and by when, 
who delivers on what we promise and offers superior service.

Results-focused
To offer solutions that meet your needs. We listen, innovate, 
share and apply our knowledge and expertise in ways that add 
value to you.

Our service proposition
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Our proposition for automotive  
industry clients 

Innovation
Our clients’ risks are changing rapidly and in the same way they 
need to adapt fast, so do we.  
We see complex risks as an opportunity and thrive on the 
challenge of creating tailored insurance, reinsurance or other 
innovative risk management solutions.

Financial protection for product recall losses
̤ Product recall is a business critical risk for the automotive 

industry. Recalls are occurring more frequently than ever and 
with greater potential financial impacts. Our broad product 
recall cover stands the test of market competition.  

Supply chain studies for Nat Cat exposures
̤ Working with our clients to map supply chains and identify and 

mitigate bottlenecks that could result from Nat Cat events. 

Knowledge & expertise
Applying our knowledge and expertise to develop industry 
specific solutions that address the key business risks of  
our clients.

Risk assessment for Nat Cat exposures
̤ World leading expertise in data-based risk assessment and 

the modelling of all natural catastrophe perils and related 
scenarios to which automotive companies are exposed. 

Risk engineering services 
̤ Dedicated risk engineering specialists with expertise across 

property, casualty, risk areas.

Risk insights through Swiss Re Institute
̤ Through our partnership with the Swiss Re Institute, our 

clients can access unique industry insights - from bulletins, 
research publications and exclusive webinars.
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Client centricity 
Our commitment to our automotive clients is to meet their 
expectations and provide them with the risk and insurance 
solutions they need. We serve our clients through virtual, 
multifunctional teams. We understand that we stand or fall on 
the quality of service we provide to our clients and their broker 
partners.

PULSE – a comprehensive digital platform,  
with multiple insights at your fingertips
̤ Through PULSE our clients can monitor and manage their 

insurance programmes from one secure and easy-to-use 
platform, with real-time information available wherever they 
are.

World class service globally
̤ Our automotive clients benefit from a newly established 

network, world class technology and a high level of personal 
service. Our goal is to build a new reality in the world of 
global programmes.

Global claims commitment – accessible; responsive;  
no surprises 
̤ We know that how a claim is handled can be as important as 

the outcome itself. Our mission is to deliver exceptional 
claims service that gives you confidence and peace of mind 
and makes you want to keep doing business with us.

Addressing business interruption risks in our clients’ 
supply chains
̤ Addressing risks in the supply chains, specifically around 

property damage and business interruption (PDBI), 
contingent business interruption (CBI) and non-damage 
business interruption (NDBI). Customised solutions can 
include cover for ‘non-core’ business interruption risks, 
resulting from events that may not result in physical damage 
to your property. 
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NDBI trigger examples

 ̤ Natural hazards, regardless of whether 
physical damage occurs to the client’s 
locations

 ̤ Closure of production facility by order of 
an authorised regulatory body

 ̤ Contingent business interruption due  
to non-physical damage affecting a key 
supplier

 ̤ Financial collapse of a key supplier

 ̤ Cyber attacks – malware, virus, denial of 
access, hacking

 ̤ Blackout – no electricity
 ̤ Product recall
 ̤ Bad press 
 ̤ Transportation interruption – causing 

serious delay to the delivery of goods or 
services 



Weather marketing promotion campaign
 
Clients in many industries are affected by 
adverse weather. Large utilities facing 
volatile temperatures, wind speeds and 
rainfall, and industries dependent upon 
power and gas prices, have previously 
bought weather hedges or weather 
insurance covers. It is estimated that as 
much as 70% of all businesses worldwide 
are directly or indirectly affected by 
weather, either from a supply or from a 
demand perspective. 

In the European automotive industry, car 
tyre manufacturers are concerned about 
the impact of weather on sales. If the 
autumn/winter season starts with cold 
and icy conditions, sales of winter tyres 
are strong, but if the season starts with 
relatively sunny and warm conditions, 
fewer people are inclined to buy new 
winter tyres. The client, through their in-
house broker, approached us to support a 
‘Winter Weather Marketing Campaign’ to 
protect their revenue streams. 

The solution we developed with the client 
involves a rebate or a voucher given to the 
client’s customers in circumstances where 
the winter temperature is above average. 
This index based solution offers a number 
of benefits to the client and to the client’s 
customers, including that customers are 
more willing to buy new winter tyres 
when they know that they will get a rebate 
if winter temperatures are above average. 
As a result the client’s warehouses and 
those of their distributors are not stocked 
up with unsold tyres; and vouchers means 
that the customer returns to the client’s or 
their distributor’s outlet, giving the client’s 
staff the opportunity to sell additional 
services. 

Experience suggests that many seasonal 
products are bought only when customers 
actually feel the weather is changing. Our 
index based solutions for weather related 
risks smooth out the issue of weather 
dependent sales revenues for our clients.
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Innovative Risk Solutions 

Business objective Solutions

Supporting business development Extending the product warranty to cover 
additional situations, such as certain 
component malfunction.

Protecting revenue streams from contractually 
agreed service/maintenance work where 
events affect the delivery of the chargeable 
works.

Protecting the client’s critical revenue streams 
from defined adverse events

Covering contingent business interruption 
caused by physical damage to a relevant third 
party.

Covering NDBI – for example from 
manufacturing irregularities leading to an 
interruption of production.  

Strengthening investor confidence Covering additional costs – for example 
through contractual obligations- or protecting 
revenues. 

Protecting critical revenue streams from 
defined adverse events.

Implementing recovery measures from 
incidents impacting the client’s reputation 

Payments for measures to re-establish 
customer confidence, for an event impacting 
the client’s reputation, which could otherwise 
adversely affect revenues. 

Innovative approaches to the challenges faced by automotive companies, including:
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“ Extending the product 
warranty to cover 
additional situations, 
such as certain 
component malfunction.”
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Transferring your risks to protect 
your balance sheet
Product recall cover
̤ Broad cover and highly rated capacity. 

Non-damage business interruption (NDBI) 
̤ Cover for losses resulting from events that may not result in 

physical damage to the client’s property. 

Innovative Risk Solutions
̤ Supporting business development; protecting critical 

revenue streams; strengthening investor confidence; 
protecting the client’s reputation.

Understanding and mitigating 
the risks you face
Risk assessment for Nat Cat exposures
̤ Data-based risk assessment and application of models  

to all natural catastrophe perils and related scenarios. 

Supply chain exposures from Nat Cat events 
̤ Mapping the client’s supply chain and identifying  

and mitigating bottlenecks that could result from  
Nat Cat events. 

Risk engineering services 
̤ Dedicated risk engineering specialists with industry specific 

expertise. 

Delivering the service you need,  
when you need it
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Service excellence
Information about insurance programmes available  
real-time, 24/7, on any mobile device
̤ Clients can monitor and manage their insurance 

programmes from one secure platform. 

World class service globally
̤ A new network, world class technology and a high level  

of personal service – making a new reality for global 
programmes.

Claims
Closely connected with you 
̤ Before and after a loss – through integration between our 

claims function and our business teams.

Trusting relationships
̤ Putting the customer experience at the centre of everything 

that we do, and by doing so building trust. 

Claims knowledge and expertise
̤ Our claims experts genuinely care and want to achieve the 

right outcome for you and your business.

Consistently high quality service, globally delivered 
̤ Locally focused and globally connected, so our team can 

give you the right expertise and support anywhere in the 
world.

Peace of mind 
̤ Our industry-leading financial strength gives our clients 

peace of mind – we will be there when you need us.
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Key contacts

Claudine Delavy
Head Distribution EMEA
Telephone: +41 43 285 29 92
Mobile: +41 79 248 41 48
Claudine_Delavy@swissre.com

Tanja Dippel
Customer & Distribution Manager Austria
Phone: +421 2 583 151 62 
Mobile: +43 664 1342955
Tanja_Dippel@swissre.com

Christianne Lensink
Customer & Distribution Manager BeNeLux
Telephone: +31 23 711 9331
Mobile: +31 6 12420221
Christianne_Lensink@swissre.com

Camille Luciani
Customer & Distribution Manager France
Telephone: +33 1 70 82 95 75
Mobile +33 6 83 02 44 89
Camille_Luciani@swissre.com

Bijan Daftari
Head Germany &  Austria
Telephone: +49 89 38441697
Mobile: +49 170 7656547 
Bijan_Daftari@swissre.com

Francesco Carnelli
Client Manager Italy
Telephone: +39 02 6323 6289
Mobile: +39 337 109 1395
Francesco_Carnelli@swissre.com

Dorte Birkebæk
Country Manager Nordics
Telepone: +45 33 97 94 26 
Mobile: +45 29 25 84 26
Dorte_Birkebaek@swissre.com

Jose Maria Aparicio Roca
Senior Client Manager Spain
Telephone: +34 911 78 18 83 
Mobile: +34 609 86 20 74
JoseMaria_AparicioRoca@swissre.com

Adrian Bergamin
Customer & Distribution Manager Switzerland
Telephone: +41 43 285 2292
Mobile: +41 79 823 07 63
Adrian_Bergamin@swissre.com

Nigel Bamber
Senior Customer Manager UK & Ireland
Telephone: +44 20 7933 3237
Mobile: +44 7876 397516
Nigel_Bamber@swissre.com

Michelle Oosthuizen
Head South Africa
Telephone: +27 21 469 8404
Mobile: +27 76 403 2843
Michelle_Oosthuizen@swissre.com





Swiss Re Corporate Solutions provides risk transfer solutions to large and mid-sized corporations around the world.  
Its innovative, highly customised products and standard insurance covers help to make businesses more resilient,  
while its industry-leading claims service provides additional peace of mind. Swiss Re Corporate Solutions serves clients 
from offices worldwide and is backed by the financial strength of the Swiss Re Group. 
 
For more information about Swiss Re Corporate Solutions, please visit corporatesolutions.swissre.com or follow us on 
Twitter @SwissRe_CS.

©2021 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. corporatesolutions.swissre.com

Swiss Re Corporate Solutions 
Mythenquai 50/60 
P.O.Box  
8022 Zurich 
Switzerland

Telephone +41 43 285 2121 
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